“A livelier housing market is helping improve consumer confidence so that more people are moving house and more home owners are updating their properties. In 2014 sales of fitted kitchens grew by some 4.6% and 2015 is shaping up to be a year with similar growth.”

– Jane Westgarth, Senior Market Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

- Is there potential to expand online sales for fitted kitchens?
- What does the future hold for innovation in the kitchen?
- What role does planning play in influencing where people buy kitchens?

Popularity of creative home cooking and baking, especially at weekends, is adding to a love of gadgets and small kitchen appliances, which in turn means that people need to make the most efficient use of their storage and work surfaces.

There is a fashion for bigger, open kitchen spaces as well as more open-plan kitchen/living areas in the home. We are seeing kitchens creating a hub for entertaining, eating and family leisure time at home. So people want stylish kitchens which are both practical and are pleasant places to spend time and to receive guests.

DID YOU KNOW?
This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a more holistic view of this market.
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House prices rise fastest in London
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Highly competitive marketplace
Retailers continue to innovate
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Magnet faces growing competition from Wren
Howdens unique formula is highly successful
DIY retailers dominate retailing of kitchens
Stiff competition from builders’ merchants
Ikea gains ground
John Lewis
Other specialists
Online selling of kitchens
Figure 21: Distribution of kitchen furniture by retailer, 2014 (est)

Key suppliers and their brands
Figure 22: Major kitchen furniture suppliers, turnover, summary 2010-14
Launch Activity and Innovation

Retail innovation
- Wickes targets the home improvement shopper
- Ikea tests new retail formats
- Improving showroom space
- John Lewis launches flagship
- Wren training academy
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A note on adspend
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Refitting Kitchens in the UK’s Homes
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Regional variations
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The Customer Journey

- Wide variety of activities and channels
- Create a compelling online experience
- Multi-channel, even while shopping
- Shopping trips important
- Browsing through brochures
Taking note of customer reviews
Who trusts expert reviews?
Making the first plan count
Figure 31: The customer journey, June 2014

Where They Bought Kitchen Furniture
B&Q is way out in front
Intensifying competition
Independents will differentiate
Retailers to watch
Online selling will grow
Figure 32: Where they bought kitchen furniture, July 2015

Factors Influencing Choice of Retailer/Supplier of Kitchen Furniture
The price/value equation
One-stop shopping
People count
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Comparing online to catalogue browsing
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Customer reviews are a quality check
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